Terms and Conditions for Organizing a Banquet
HALL “PANORAMIC”
Hall “Panoramic” + Summer Terrace - maximum seating capacity up to 5560 people(on-site marriage registration is possible).
It is a spacious and bright room in the form of a semicircle with large French
windows.
The hall is situated on the top floor of the Hotel (6th floor), with a beautiful
panoramic view of the capital.
The hall features an open summer terrace with a separate exit!
The minimum number of guests is from 30 persons.

Conditions: a banquet from 3 500 RUB per person (from September 11 to
December, 2017)
includes cold and hot starters, salads, hot dishes + side dishes, baked foods, fruit,
non-alcoholic drinks, cork fee (300 rubles per person or per bottle).
(If the cork fee is paid per person then the amount of alcohol is without restrictions,
if per bottle then it is the actual number of paid bottles).

Wedding cake - from 1500 RUB/kg. + design.
+ 10% to the total bill for the banquet for waiting
You can bring along: alcohol, a cake, caviar (if cash receipt is available),
water with gas and without, soda drinks.
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Terms and Conditions for Organizing a Banquet
HALL “SOFA”
Hall “Sofa” - maximum seating capacity up to 50 people
The hall is situated on the second floor of the Hotel. A beautiful staircase that is
decorated for events leads to this hall and is often used as the backdrop for photos.
The hall can be divided into two parts: a banquet area and an area for recreation
and dancing.
A separate entrance to the hall and a bar counter explain the popularity of the hall
for holding various private events.
The minimum number of guests is from 30 persons.

Conditions: a banquet from 3 500 RUB per person (from September 11 to
December, 2017)
includes cold and hot starters, salads, hot dishes + side dishes, baked foods, fruit,
non-alcoholic drinks, cork fee (300 rubles per person or per bottle).
(If the cork fee is paid per person then the amount of alcohol is without restrictions,
if per bottle then it is the actual number of paid bottles).

Wedding cake - from 1500 RUB/kg. + design.
+ 10% to the total bill for the banquet for waiting
You can bring along: alcohol, a cake, caviar (if cash receipt is available),
water with gas and without, soda drinks.
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Terms and Conditions for Organizing a Banquet
WEDDING TENT + Hall “Fireplace”
Wedding Tent + Hall “Fireplace”- maximum seating capacity up to 6570 people (Hall “Fireplace” is perfectly suited for standing receptions and
welcoming guests”
The tent is situated on the closed summer terrace of the Hotel that could be accessed
from Hall “Fireplace”. It has light colors, a draped ceiling, and there is a possibility
of various thematic decorations of the hall for your event.
Hall “Fireplace” is situated on the first floor of the Hotel, it can be used as an area
for welcoming guests or on-site marriage registration.
The luxury of a classic interior, a fireplace in good working order, and soft light
create a feeling of a cozy living-room in a posh countryside mansion.
French windows draped with heavy curtains swing open turning into the exits to
the open summer terrace, which could be used both in winter and in summer as an
extra space adjoining the hall.
The minimum number of guests is from 30 persons.
Renting Wedding Tent and Hall “Fireplace” and holding a wedding banquet –
20 000 RUB.

Conditions: a banquet from 4 000 RUB per person.
includes cold and hot starters, salads, hot dishes + side dishes, baked foods, fruit,
non-alcoholic drinks, cork fee (300 rubles per person or per bottle).
(If the cork fee is paid per person then the amount of alcohol is without restrictions,
if per bottle then it is the actual number of paid bottles).

Wedding cake - from 1500 RUB/kg. + design.
+ 10% to the total bill for the banquet for waiting
You can bring along: alcohol, a cake, caviar (if cash receipt is available),
water with gas and without, soda drinks.
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Terms and Conditions for Organizing a Banquet
HALL “FIREPLACE”
Hall “Fireplace”- maximum seating capacity up to 25 people (1 oval table).
The hall is situated on the first floor of the Hotel. The luxury of classic interior does
not interfere with the democratic atmosphere of the hall.
The fireplace in good working order, soft light and relaxing atmosphere create a
feeling of a cozy living-room in a posh countryside mansion.
French windows draped with heavy curtains swing open turning into the exits to
the open summer terrace, which could be used both in winter and in summer as an
extra space adjoining the hall.

Conditions: a banquet from 5 000 RUB per person.
includes cold and hot starters, salads, hot dishes + side dishes, baked foods, fruit,
non-alcoholic drinks, cork fee (300 rubles per person or per bottle).
(If the cork fee is paid per person then the amount of alcohol is without restrictions,
if per bottle then it is the actual number of paid bottles).

Wedding cake - from 1500 RUB/kg. + design.
+ 10% to the total bill for the banquet for waiting
You can bring along: alcohol, a cake, caviar (if cash receipt is available).
If the banquet is for up to 15 people, the rent of the hall is 15 000 RUB, for
more than 15 people – no rent fee for the hall is applied.
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A ROOM FOR NEWLYWEDS AS A PRESENT
FROM HOTEL “GARDEN RING”
The total cost of the banquet from 110 000 RUB – Standard Room,
The total cost of the banquet from 180 000 RUB – Suite/Studio.
The offer for the newlyweds includes:
• A night in a Double Room
• Sparkling wine, light desserts or fruit upon arrival
• Breakfast in the hotel’s restaurant
• A visit to the thermal area of the SPA Center (Swimming pool, Hamam, Salt
Aroma-Steam, Shower of Impressions, Ice Fountain). At the weekends (Friday
thru Sunday) prior reservation is required to visit the SPA Center, please, call: tel.
(495) 988-34-60, ext.123 not less than 48 hours before the date of arrival.
• Late check-out (3 pm)

For newlyweds (for one night):
Standard Room: 8 000 RUB or for free when ordering a banquet for 110 000 RUB
Suite/Studio Room: 11 000 RUB or for free when ordering a banquet for 180 000
RUB
Special offer is valid only Friday through Sunday.
The number of rooms under the special offer is limited.
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